
4.23 Target vocabulary – time  
 
Topic: Measurement  
Subtopic: Time 
Activity type/skill: Word list 
Literacy focus: Vocabulary 
 
Objective 
 Introduce target vocabulary.  
 Experience spoken and written forms and their usage. 
 
What you need 
 Student worksheet (see next page) 
 Audio track 4.23 
 
What to do 
1. Play track 4.23 (Track 8 for this topic) and have students look at both pages of the student 

worksheet as they hear each word and its extensions (tense variations and plurals) and the 
word in a defining context.  

 
afternoon amount clock date decide 
earth evening hour know minute 
month morning noon notice seem 
spin time week whole year 
 
2. Have students listen again and repeat the words.  
 
3. Have students copy the words in the spaces.  
 
4. Point out plurals (for example, ‘There are 52 weeks in a year’) and changed verb forms (‘A 

top spins’).  
 
Extending the activity 
 Use the lists for revision and reference. 
 

ESOL Online – Focus on English – 4. Measurement  

http://esolonline.tki.org.nz/content/download/20651/167681/file/Track+4.23.mp3
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Activity twenty-three

Track 8

afternoon
noun

The                            is the part of
the day that is after lunch and before
dark.

amount
noun

The                    of something is how
much there is.
This is a large                   of money.
$1,000,000
This is a small                     of money.

5 cents

clock
noun

A                is used
to tell the time.

date
noun

What             is your birthday?
Mine is on 4 September.

The             of the Chinese New Year
changes every year.

decide
verb

If you                    to do something
you choose to do it.

I                      to go to Te Namu
School instead of Newtown.

earth
noun

We live on the                .

The                 is a planet in
the solar system.

evening
noun

The                      is the time that
comes between the afternoon and
the time you go to bed.

hour
noun

An              has sixty minutes.

know
verb

If you              something you have it in
your mind.
Do you              how many days there
are in a year?
Do you              1000 English words?

minute
noun

A                    has 60 seconds.

An hour consists of 60                      .
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month
noun

There are twelve                   in a year.
Most                   consist of 30 or 31
days but February usually has 28 days.
It has 29 days in a leap year.

morning
noun

The                       is the time
between when you get up and
lunch time.

noon
noun

             is midday.

It is 12 o’clock in the middle of the day.

notice
verb

If you                   something you
becme aware of it.

Did you                   become was
spelled wrongly?

seem
verb

If something                to be hot it
looks as if it is hot.
If something                to be true it
appears to be true.
It is possible it is true. I think it is
true but I might be wrong.

spin
verb

If something                it
turns very quickly.

A top                .

A             drier                .

time
noun

            is measured in hours, days,
years and so on.
What             is it? One o’clock?
We have music at the same _ _ _ _
every week.

week
noun

A              consists of seven days.

There are 52                in a year.

whole
adjective

This is a                 orange.

This is not a                 orange.

year
noun

A             is 12 months long.
A             has 52 weeks.
A             has four seasons, spring,
summer, autumn and winter.

Activity twenty-three

Something _ _ _ _ _
is complete.
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